WHITEBOARD LIFTS & MOUNTS
MOBILE AND FIXED SOLUTIONS

WHITEBOARD LIFTS AND MOUNTS
Loxit have been designing and manufacturing mounting, security and management solutions for IT and AV integration
since 1996. In that time we have collaborated with many of our customers, audio-visual& information technology

partners to perfect our solutions for everything from iPads and laptops to touch screens and interactive whiteboards.
We maintain high stock levels, enabling us to offer a fast turnaround service.

Today Loxit is recognised around the world as a leading light in the delivery of innovative display and security solutions.
A reputation based on....
QUALITY PRODUCTS >

SERVICE AND AFTERCARE >

All our products are made to our exacting standards,

We have designed, developed and manufactured every

Everything is designed to enhance the end user and

back to front and strive to achieve exceptional levels of

ensuring a quality solution that is totally reliable.

product we sell, so we know our equipment inside-out,

installer experience. This ensures the safety and security

service and aftercare for all our customers.

of your equipment, and the longevity of the solution.

PRODUCT RANGE

MOBILE LIFTS AND TROLLEYS >

Hi-Lo 750 >
HI-LO 500 >

4
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FIXED LIFTS >

FLOOR MOUNTS >
WALL MOUNTS >
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FIXED HEIGHT MOBILE TROLLEYS >

DIPPER >
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OTHER PRODUCTS

IPAD AND TABLET
MOBILE AND FIXED
SOLUTIONS >
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Hi-Lo SCREEN LIFT ELECTRIC WHITEBOARD TROLLEY
The Hi-Lo range consists of electrically height adjustable wall mounts, floor mounts and trolley mounts with universal

bracket sets to suit all whiteboard and projector applications (up to 80” board in 4:3 aspect or 105” in 16:10 aspect).
Utilising Loxit’s patented mount system, all trolleys are designed to pass through standard size doorways with

projectors up to 1500mm throw, providing a significantly increased choice of projector. The ‘smart design’ also allows
the trolley to be upgraded to integrate a range of peripherals including laptops, Apple TV, Mac Mini or speaker

systems complete with additional power strips to power these units. Because this is a mobile stand we have spent

a great deal of time ensuring that the movement is as easy as possible, with a large grab handle to the rear and special
wheels that individually lock and easily glide.

The Hi-Lo whiteboard mount trolley has been delivering interactive solutions for over 10 years with a proven track record

around the world. Designed to accommodate users of all heights, from toddlers to fully grown adults, particularly useful
for wheelchair users (SEN) and the visually impaired, enabling the delivery of a truly inclusive learning experience.
Spatially aware - designed to fit through
standard doorways.
750mm height adjustment - means all
users are able to access the screen.

Sound and vision - speaker
mounts are a really useful
accessory for creating a truly
interactive experience.

Go configure - user configurable
maximum and minimum heights may be
set to allow the safest operation possible
and preventing collisions with ceilings.
High quality construction - the
robust steel construction is powder
coated in black creating a highly
durable finish.
Warranty - a 12 month return to base
warranty is included to provide peace
of mind.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET

Quick start - all our lifts are
delivered fully assembled
on a pallet (in the UK).

Hi-Lo SCREEN LIFT ELECTRIC WHITEBOARD TROLLEY

Universal projector mount accommodates short throw
and ultra short throw projector
with throw distances of up to
1500mm. The trolley can also
mount non-interactive
whiteboards to work with
interactive projectors.  
Laptop mount - a really useful
mount for a laptop (optional extra)
to run interactive software.

Flick of a switch - the electronic lift
mechanism is capable of moving
whiteboards up to 105” in diameter
(across the diagonal) with an
aspect ratio of 16:9.

Easy wheel - individually
locking, easy glide, high quality
twin-castor wheels ensure
moving the trolley is easy.

Hi-Lo MOBILE ELECTRONIC WHITEBOARD TROLLEY RANGE
Hi-Lo 750

Hi-Lo 500

PRODUCT CODE 8532

PRODUCT CODE 8531

750mm of electronic height
adjustment, mobile trolley for
whiteboards up to 105”.

500mm of electronic height
adjustment, mobile trolley for
whiteboards up to 105”.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE THE WEBSITE - www.loxit.com
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Hi-Lo 500 FLOOR MOUNTED WHITEBOARD LIFTS
The Hi-Lo range covers every possible way to mount and display a whiteboard. A floor mounted option may not be

the most obvious solution but it can prove to be extremely useful where walls are not structurally strong enough to take
the load of the whiteboard, projector and mount.

Like all Loxit products the floor mounted stand features ‘smart design’ - with universal mount brackets, enabling
many makes and models of whiteboard to be mounted on the same lift. The wall retaining brackets have been

designed with depth adjustment (65mm) to allow for obstructions such as trunking, cabling and interior wall features
such as dado rails.

Warranty - a 5 year mechanical and
12 month electrical return to base
warranty is included to provide peace
of mind.

Universal projector mount - accommodates
short throw and ultra short throw projectors with
throw distances of up to 1500mm. The lift can
also mount non-interactive whiteboards to work
with interactive projectors.  

High quality construction
- the robust steel construction is
powder coated in black creating
a highly durable finish.

Fantastic compatibility - the
universal mounts are able to
receive all makes and models
of interactive whiteboard up
to 80” (across the diagonal)
with 4:3 aspect and up to 105”
(across the diagonal) with
a 16:9 aspect ratio.

Neat and tidy - all cabling is hidden
behind the frame. The frame itself
is powder coated to deliver a neat
and tidy solution.

750mm electric height
adjustment - means all users
are able to access the screen.

Simple to install - our instructions
ensure best fixing possible when
used with plasterboarded walls and
a perfectly vertical installation.

Gas struts - provide neutral
buoyancy, removing load from
the motor to increase longevity.

Solid performance - ideal for rooms
with a fixed point of display.

Hi-Lo FLOOR MOUNT 500 ELECTRIC LIFT
PRODUCT CODE 8517

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET

Hi-Lo 750 WALL MOUNTED WHITEBOARD LIFTS
A wall mounted whiteboard is ideal in both education and commercial environments. The electronic height adjustment
creates improved access to the screen, and the mount itself is designed to be subtle, creating a sophisticated way
to display a whiteboard.

Like all Loxit products the wall mounted stand features ‘smart design’ - with universal mount brackets, so all makes and
models of board can be mounted to the same stand.

The 200mm deep mount has been designed so their depth will prevent any whiteboard to wall collision during the raising

and lowering process, allowing for things like trunking, cabling and interior wall features such as dado rails. Each bracket
also features a number of slots within the design, these slots allow wall fixings to be picked up, such as the structural
members within studwork for a true long-life installation.

Fantastic compatibility - the
universal mounts are able to
receive all makes and models
of interactive whiteboard up to
80” (across the diagonal) with
4:3 aspect and up to 105”
(across the diagonal) with
a 16:9 aspect ratio.

Universal projector mount
- accommodates short throw and
ultra short throw projectors with throw
distances of up to 1500mm.

Warranty - a 5 year mechanical
and 12 month electrical return
to base warranty is included to
provide peace of mind.

Solid performance - ideal for rooms
with a fixed point of display.

The lift can also mount non-interactive
whiteboards to work with interactive
projectors.

Neat and tidy - all cabling is hidden
behind the frame. The frame itself is
powder coated silver for a neutral and
smart solution.

750mm electric height
adjustment - means all users are
able to access the screen.

Hi-Lo 750 WALL MOUNT 750 ELECTRIC LIFT
PRODUCT CODE 8902

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET
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Hi-Lo FIXED HEIGHT WHITEBOARD DIPPER TROLLEY
The Hi-Lo range offers incredible versatility and the fixed height dipper is a great example of this. The ‘smart design’
features a projector boom that is independently supported by twin gas struts for a smooth operation when dropping
the projector boom during adjustment.

The ‘smart mount’ allows the exact, original position of the projector to be easily located. So when the trolley is

moved to a new location, the projector boom can be raised and locked back into its original position in under a minute.
There’s no re-configuration, no adjustment, the interactive

whiteboard can quickly and easily be put to use in a new location –
ideal when a shared resource is regularly moved around.

The versatility of the Dipper boom arm also allows the projector
to be safely stored flush with the whiteboard when not in use,
reducing the risk of damage to the projector.

The maximum height to top of whiteboard is 1880mm.
Spatially aware - the trolley is designed to fit
through a standard doorway.

High quality construction - the robust steel
construction is powder coated in silver
creating a highly durable finish.

Laptop mount - a really useful mount for
a laptop (optional extra) to run interactive
software.

Easy wheel - individually locking, easy glide,
high quality twin-castor wheels ensure
moving the trolley is easy.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET

Hi-Lo FIXED HEIGHT WHITEBOARD DIPPER TROLLEY
Projector boom - featuring twin
gas struts to create a neutrally
buoyant arm.

Smart design - the trolley base is designed to provide
easy access for low and high level use including
wheelchair users.

Universal projector mount accommodates short throw and
ultra short throw projectors
with throw distances of up to
1500mm.

Warranty - a 5 year mechanical and 12 month electrical
return to base warranty is included to provide peace
of mind.
Quick start - all our trolleys are delivered fully assembled
on a pallet (in the UK).

The trolley can also mount
non-interactive whiteboards to
work with interactive projectors.

Hi-Lo FIXED HEIGHT DIPPER TROLLEY
PRODUCT CODE 8657

A RANGE OF ACCESSORIES ARE AVAILABLE...

WALL MOUNTED
SECURE LAPTOP CABINET

HiLo
LAPTOP SHELF

APPLE TV
SECURITY MOUNT

PRODUCT CODE 0379

PRODUCT CODE 8556

PRODUCT CODE 7566

Suitable for laptops and other devices
up to a screen size of 15.6” with a 65mm
allowance for transformer. Featuring a
7 lever safe lock for high level security.

This purpose made shelf system holds
the laptop in a secure and convenient
position to use with the interactive
whiteboard trolley.

Security mount for Apple TV which
enables the user to stream Apple TV
content onto the whiteboard.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE THE WEBSITE - www.loxit.com
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LOXIT iPAD & TABLET - MOBILE SOLUTIONS

iPorta is the solution for transporting iPads and tablets. The tough, rugged

polypropylene case hides a cushioned, high-tech interior that features a wireless
access point, an external power supply and CAT 5 connection.

TabCart is a range of mobile sync and charge storage solutions specially
designed for tablets and iPads. The unique Loxit design combines

weight saving technology with years of engineering expertise to create
a strong chassis that is easily moved with minimal effort.

The Lapbank trolley is designed
to accommodate tablets up to

a maximum case size of 70mm (h)
x 360mm (w) x 230mm (d).

The generous shelf sizes will easily accommodate a wide range of devices.
Storage is configured as two tablets per shelf, which on our smaller units
allows space to securely store a laptop with the tablets.
Mobile security

Our constant attention to detail, sourcing and utilising the highest quality

parts such as the 7 lever Mortice locks,anti-jemmy bars, full-length piano
hinges and an all welded construction are the result of rigorous trials and
testing. This constant development

and refining of our products has established quite a reputation within the
technology and security world for Loxit in open access environments.

Today our products are recognised by professional integrators worldwide for
there high security, reliability, safety and durability.

Visit the website, www.loxit.com to find out more about our wide
variety of mobile and fixed iPad and Tablet solutions.

LOXIT iPAD & TABLET - FIXED SOLUTIONS

The definitive desktop storage device, iBank and iBank Wedge. Each can hold

up to 8 iPads or tablets from 7-10 inch including a range of case sizes from

slim-line up to 26mm thick, this includes products such as the Griffin Survivor.
The iBank Wedge can be securely mounted onto virtually any desk or

counter top surface via it’s high strength locators. And it wouldn’t be a Loxit
product without an array of high-tech features hidden away inside the

outer case - which itself is packed full of technology and design features
including the all welded steel construction with full-length piano

hinges to the door, and a cam-lock on the door itself. The unique
wedge shape also features ‘smart design’ with natural ventilation

designed into the case ensuring the prevention of heat build up
inside the unit. Look inside and you’ll start to see the intricate

installation of cutting edge technology, featuring charging or sync
and charge systems.

Visit the website, www.loxit.com to find out more about iBank products.

The fixed wall storage solution is the iBank, a seriously
strong outer case that can be firmly located to any

wall or floor. The iBank is constructed using Loxit’s tried
and tested all welded steel seems with full-length piano
hinges for the door. And the door itself gets the full

Loxit treatment, formed from 1.5mm thick steel it’s wrap
around design ensures the door gains maximum

strength from the main structure. The final piece of the
security package is the lock, all iBank units feature
high quality ASSA alloy locks.
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First Avenue Poynton Industrial Estate Poynton Cheshire UK SK12 1YJ
Telephone +44 (0)1625 856 801

Email sales@loxit.com Online www.loxit.com

